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Negotiators
Negotiations on wages, welfare, differentials
and hours opened in San Francisco last week
between ILWU and PMA. Here is a candid
composite.
—Dispatcher photos.

Starting from the left at table, Union Representatives Johnson, Giblin, Thomas,
Bridges, Bodine, Buick.) (partially hidden) and Andrews; Employer Representatives Cornell, Snyder, Dickover, Robertson, Dameguard, St. Sure, Crib'oen and

Pearson. Taking coat off at left, Appel. Three employer men against wall at extreme right are Ferguson, Saysette and Tichenor. Missing from picture: Union
Negotiators Ross and Schmidt.

ILWU-PMA WAGE TALKS• UNDERWAY
Warehouse Employers Dillydally in
Negotiations; Make no Wage Offer
• SAN FRANCISCO—The third negotiation session between ILWU warehouse union local 6 and the Distributors
Association of Northern California was
held May 16, but after a long meeting,
the employer committee failed to come
forth with any statement that would
indicate they are thinking in terms of
dollars and cents.
Members of the union committee who
had expected that this meeting would
mark the beginning of serious bargaining on the part of the employers stated
they were disappointed.
URGENCY STRESSED
The union committee, in sharp terms,
pointed out the extreme urgency of
getting an offer on the table. They
pointed out that unless the employers
agree to a retroactive date of June 1
it is imperative to have a proposal to
submit to the warehouse membership
meetings which are scheduled for the
last week of May in all divisions.
The employers restated their position that under no condition would they
go for retrocative pay.
The employers stated that they
would like to settle before the deadline
and once more declared that they will
be prepared for hard negotiations in a
week.
A fourth negotiating session was
scheduled to be held as The Dispatcher
went to press.
The entire third negotiating session
was used by the employers to try to
convince the union committee that the
conclusions the union drew from various statistical studies showing wage
differences in this area was wrong,

The employers also stated it was
completely out of line to claim that
warehousemen have not kept pace with
rising prices.
In its presentation of arguments
showing that the cost of living has
risen considerably faster than the income of warehouse workers, the Local
6 negotiators used the government's
Consumer Price Index.
The union had presented evidence
from an employer spokeman, Business
Week, showing that the rise in productivity has average 5 per cent per
year.

The employers presented their opinion that it was not fair to demand that
workers share in increased productivity because it is due to investment of
capital and machinery, and the worker
therefore, has no right, the employers
said, to "go into partnership with his
employers" when it is the employer
who is taking the risk.
The employer also objected to the
use of the Heller Budget (a University
of California study) which, the union
said, shows Local 6 warehouse wages
to be 73 per cent of the standard
necessary for health and decency.

Beck Ousted by AFL-CIA
SF Teamos Start
Revolt
a

WASHINGTON — Teamsters' International President Dave Beck was
stripped of his post as a Federation
vice president this week by the AFLCIO Executive Council on the charge
that he used union funds for "personal
gain and profits."
Beck, who walked out of the meeting
declaring the executive council decision
a "nullity," refused to answer any
questions by his former colleagues and
declined to defend himself.
AFL-CIO President George Meany
read-off Beck in what was described
as a twenty-minute "tongue-lashing"
which included the statement he "violated his sacred trust."
Meany told reporters after Beck's
ouster, "Whether Beek stole the funds
or borrowed them, the record shows
he took advantage of his position as

WHO SAID IT?
"We in our union and you in your union have a fundamental
ptrinciple. You were trying to keep your officers living the way
people live in the industry. And if they squawk, let them squawk.
That's the principle we follow. That's the principle you follow.
There aren't more than three or four unions in America who
follow that principle. And I will tell you, you can't have a rank
and file union if you take your officials and you put them up on
a pedestal and you wine them and dine them arid give them palaces
to live in and give them unlimited expenses. They forget about the
rank and file. It's human nature."
--(See back page for name of author.)

Pact opened
on Welfare,
Shorter Day.
SAN FRANCISCO -- ILWU
Longshoremen and clerks opened
negotiations last week with the
Pacific Maritime Association with
a presentation of the union's contract opening demands,including
a 17 cents per hour wage increase
plus an increase in the employer
contribution of 5 cents per man
hour worked for welfare, a reduction in the work shift to a maximum 8-hour day plus an increase
in the now existing skill differentials.

trade union official to use money
The wages and welfare demands
belonging to dues-paying members for were the same for longshoremen and
his own personal gain and profits."
clerks. They included an increase of the
SUCCESSOR CHOSEN
basic straight time rate of 14 cents per
The man chosen to succeed Beck on hour plus 3 cents per hour in lieu of
the AFL-CIO executive council is the paid holidays.
68-year-old secretary-treasurer of the
5-CENT WELFARE PACKAGE
International Brotherhood of TeamIn the caiagory of welfare the desters, John F. English.
mand for an increase in the employer
In an interview, English, the man contribution of 5 cents per man
hour
who for many years has supposedly worked, to be used as follows:
handled the business of the Teamsters,
One-cent to double the present life
said "I wouldn't be surprised" when Insurance coverage from
$1,000 to $2,he was asked if the Teamster executive 000 for active men, and
from $500 to
board would ask for Beck's resignation. $1,000 for retired men.
(In San Francisco a revolt of serious
One-cent to cover the increased cost
proportions was developing this week on maintaining the present structure
against Beck's leadership, as top offi- of benefits for the duration of the longdais of large Bay Area Teamster locals shore contract.
demanded that their national president
Three cents to replace the present 1
get out.
percent contribution of the men.
(The revolt started when Harold
SHORTER WORK DAY
Lopez, secretary of Local 85, one of
The contract opening demand on the
the biggest and oldest Teamster locals question of a change of the work shift,
in the nation, conferred with other called for a reduction in the present
officers of the local and publicly de- maximum work shifts so that a maximanded Beck's resignation.
mum 8 hour shift will be established
(These moves were picked up by with one additional hour to be
peeJack Goldberger, head of the news- .mitted in order to sail a vessel.
paper drivers local, president of the
The clerk's demands were the same
San Francisco Labor Council and a as the longshoremen on
wages and
major Teamster leader.
welfare.
(Goldberger announced he would ask
The clerks' demand on a change in
the Bay Area Joint Council of Team- hours included not only the 8 hour
day
sters to demand Beck's resignation.
but also a change in the present 8 hour
(In the East Bay, powerful Local straight time provision so that
wages
70 last week overthrew the old regime become identical with the longshore
and elected an anti-Beck slate of of
provisions for straight and overtime,
(Continued on Page 10
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You Have the Rights But—
OF COURSE
YOU WAVE 114E
RIGHT TO PRINT
ANYTHING YOU
SEE AND HEAR

By Harry.Bridges
negotiations between the 1LWU longshore-

LTHOUGH the
men's and shipclerks' committee and the employers' commitA
tee representing the PMA have only just gotten underway, many
of the complicated and difficult problems we face as a result of
changing conditions in the industry are already pretty clear.
They could stand some real examination and study by all the
members in the waterfront division.
As our union members know, our waterfront contracts are
open on four items. And under the opening clause if no settlement is reached by May 31 .the unresolved items automatically
go to arbitration; the arbitrator's decision to be effective on
June 17.
The present' longshore demands, unlesi changed or altered,
are as follows: A reduction in the work shift to 8 hours, with 1
hour leeway when a ship is sailing; a 17 cents an hour wage increase; an additional 5 cents for welfare; and specified increases
for the skilled categories. The clerks' demands include the.6 hour
day plus wage and welfare increases same as longshore, and a
shill differential for supervisors and supercargoes. These demand'S are as ordered by caucus decisions.
On the other hand the employers have come into the negotiatheir own. They options with certain demands or complaints
posed the union's demands with the argument that the union
is failing to conform and to perform under the terms of the
existing agreement. The employers take the position that there
is no bakis for their agreeing to pay more money until after they
get the performance they claim they are entitled to and that the
union in good faith has committed itself in writing on more
than one occasion to deliver.
The union committee has pointed out that these complaints,
as a whole, are exaggerated and blown up. In addition, most of
the practices referred to even when they do exist, are not taking
place in every port on every operation.

IN_ „astir
etin. PRE w
lE CONGRESS of the United States is
specifically forbidden by the first amendment to the Constitution to make any law with
respect to freedom of the press or freedom of
speech.
There is no "but" in that first amendment.
It doesn't say that exceptions can be made
under certain conditions.
But now comes the Secretary of State, Mr.
John Foster Dulles, with what is probably the
most fantastic reasoning since his "brink of
war" philosophy was expounded.
Says he:
"The right of the free press pertains to the
publication of news, not to the gathering of it."
Therefore, he lays down the rule that American reporters may not go to that part of China
populated by 600 million or more people—
hence, they cannot report to the American people from an American viewpoint and in the
American idiom!
In other words, Congress can make no law,
but Mr. Dulles using his power as Secretary of
State arrogates to himself the authority denied
Congress to make a rule with respect to the
freedom of the press. What could be more subversive of the U.S, Constitution?
As alternative to sending its own reporters
to look around in China, Mr. Dulles makes the
Irresponsible proposal that it send foreigners to
gather the news. Presumably he thinks that it
would be better for the American people to
read about China from a foreign viewpoint and
In a foreign idiom.
E DO NOT agree with
W
the Pacific Shipper, that: "Mr. Dulles'
stubborn refusal to permit reporters to visit

our contemporary,

Red China is so dull-witted that it calls for no
comment other than to note how it reflects on
the capability of the Secretary."
His misuse of power and his tortured interpretations are certainly more calculated than
stupid, and if the fine hand of the China lobby
Is not showing it is only because it has become
practised in deceit and secrecy.
AU over the land American business men are
beginning to clamor for trade with China, and
so too the press, such as for instance,' The
San Francisco Chronicle, which stated editorially on May 23: "Reopening of the China mainland trade, which aggregated a half billion
dollars in 1946, would not only stimulate this
Nation's business and commerce—with special
emphasis on the port of San Francisco—but
would undoubtedly improve the Nation's reputation for clear vision and common sense."
Holding out against trade with China is the

China lobby, to which Mr. Dulles is such a
willing stooge. Who is the China lobby and
what has it to gain? It is made up bf wealthy
Chinese and a group of Americans who handsomely feathered their nests when the US taxpayers poured billions of dollars into the unscrupulous hands of Chaing Kai-Shek's Kuomingtang when it ruled the vast mainland of
China and plundered its people—and the American taxpayer—through the brutal warlord
system.
The China lobby dreams of returning Chiang
to mainland rule, even if it has to push us to
the sending over of American troops and A and
H bombs. It can only pursue such a program
so long as the American people are kept in
ignorance of what's what in China, and are
left prey to rumors, slanders and filtered intelligence.
ONLY* should the American press be

OT
covering China and telling us what is going
N
on, but business men and representatives of labor and rank and filers of labor and trade associations should be going over to take a look
see.
We should like to see them going in groups
representative of all walks of life and all shades
of political opinion. We never believed that
people oriented politically opposite to ourselves
were for that reason dishonest. And we believe
that honest reports will outbalance any that
are dishonest, providing that everybody is free
to go.
One note of alarm: If the press can be forbidden to gather news in China what's to prevent it being forbidden to gather news in Washington, D.C., or anywhere else?
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THIS IS really not the issue we have to grapple with. As
we have repeatedly pointed out to the employers, the workUT
ing rules and practices about which they are So concerned are
nothing more than the means the men have taken up, for want
of a better program, to protect and preserve their work opportunities and their job security in the fate of mechanization and '
other changes. These practices are followed by the men In the
hope that this will protect them from the full impact of new
machines and labor displacing devices, and the loss of work
opportunity.
The point is that the longshoremen are not opposed to machines as such; they are not opposed to shifting a back-breaking
job from their own shoulders to a machine. The agreement gives
the employers the right to bring in new machines. But since
under the present agreement the men lack any way of getting
their fair share of the benefits from mechanizations, and since
they see these changes as threatening their work opportunities
and their job security, they have no other protection except to
insist upon the full compliment of men on every job despite any
mechanical or technical changes which the employers want to
introduce.
e.4
What the employers see as a "malpractice" and a "contract
violation" is an effort by the men—rough and unsound as it
may be—to protect themselves. This or that device spreads and
is picked up and becomes a problem. And it is no answer to
condemn it and forget about it. Only a sound union policy which
faces up to the legitimate needs of the men, and at the same time
recognizes the changes taking place in the industry, can fit the
situation. We still have not put together such a policy.
For example, we have a rank and file demand for a shorter
work shift, a reduction from 9 hours to 8 hours, The problem
is how to establish a reduced work shift while still meeting
the employers' demand for 'round-the-clock operations if need
be, and for sufficient available men for all operations. Two 8
hour shifts with an added hour in the event a ship is sailing
adds up to 17 or 18 hours, allowing for hatch relieving. But the
employers insist that they must be competitive with rail and
truck operations which continue on a 24 hour stretch.
Tied into the reduction of the work shift is the question—
raised by the employers—of whether the package also provides
for increasing the available work force so that ships' turnaround is not lengthened.

B

digracAs_iii•kk
over the union committee may

EFORE these negotiations are
B
be forced to consider mutually agreeable ways and means
which on the one hand would nail down work opportunities and
job security, reduce hours, and assure adequate earnings to thb
longshoremen—while on the other would once and for all meet
the complaints about alleged malpractices and violations mentioned above, and would embody a new approach to changes
in operating methods.
The employers' point of view is simple. He is after more
tonnage, moving as quickly and as cheaply as possible. As he
sees it, this means using less men and more machines in order
to keep the ships' time in port down to a minimum. As ships
get bigger and more costly, lost port time becomes more expen,
(Continued on rage 7)
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Grand Jury Is
Looking into
Scab Law Foes

—Wide World Photo

From every part of the nation, many thousands of Americans, Negro and white, gathPrayer for Justice ered
for this mass demonstration at the Lincoln Memorial in Washington, D.' C., last

week, to hear speakers at the "Prayer Pilgrimage for Freedom." In the background is the famous *reflecting pool"
and the Washington Monument.

Pilgrimage for Freedom

'Give Us the Ballot' Is Demand of
Vast Demonstration in Washington
(Front The Dispatcher's Washiaigioa Raman)

WASHINGTON,D.C.--Over twentyfive thousand persons from thirty
states gathered before the Lincoln
Memorial here May 17 to make the
Pilgrimage for Prayer one of the most
Impressive demonstrations the nation's
capital has seen in years.
Theme of the rally, organized by
church leaders and the NAACP to

1958 and 1960 will knew where to
place the responsibility.'
BOTH PARTIES BLAMED
One of the most barbed political
talks came from Rep. Adam Clayton
Powell. The New York Democrat accused both parties-of "basic dishonesty
and increasing hypocrisy on civil

rights." He urged the establishment of
a "third force." non-partisan and nonracial, to lead the fight for equal citizenship rights.
Rep. Charles Diggs (D., Mich.) accused the President of a failure of
leadership. He also criticize4 Demo(Continued on Page 6)

commemorate the third anniversary

of the Supreme Court decision against
school segregation, was a plea to President Eisenhower and Congress for
leadership in thesstruggle to achieve
racial equality.
'GIVE US THE BALLOT'
• "Give us the ballot," said the Rev.
Martin Luther King, in a reference to
the pending civil rights bill, and the
massed Pilgrimage crowd chanted,
"Give us the ballot,"
"Give us the ballot," he repeated,
"and we will no longer have to worry
the Federal Government about our
basic rights. ... Give us the ballot
and we will quietly and non-violently,
without rancor or bitterness, implement the Supreme Court decision...."
Mr. King, leader in the Montgomery
desegregation fight, was the last and
featured speaker in the three-hour program of speeches, prayer,.hymns, gospel singing, and fervent preaching. His
dispassionate address was easily the
high point of the rally.
PRESIDENT IS 'APATHETIC'
There was a tremendous waving of
pennants and programs when he said,
"The Executive Branch of the Government is all too silent and apathetic.
The Legislative Branch is all too stagnant and hypocritical. Both parties
have betrayed the cause of Justice."
' The crowd cheered again when he
said, "We come to Washington today
pleading with the President and the
Congress to provide a strong, moral
and courageous leadership for a situation that cannot permanently be
evaded. . ."
Other Negro leaders spoke in a vein
similar to Mr. King's.
A. Philip Randolph, president of the
AFL-CIO Brotherhood of Sleeping Car
Porters, told the throng "We have
come to call upon President Eisenhower—to speak out against, the lawlessness, terror and fears that hang
like a pall over the hearts" of Southern Negroes as a result of bombings
and intimidation.
Roy Wilkins, executive secretary of
the NAACP, directed• a sharp warning
to Capitol Hill by declaring "If a civil
rights bill that has some meaning is
not passed (in this session), voters in

SEATTLE—Organized labor here Is
still cheering the tremendous job done
by unified political action of all unions
—AFL-CIO and in de pendents like
ILWU—in defeating Initiative 198, the
so-called right-to-work law which was
on the ballot last November.
Now there. is looming a campaign
apparently trying to 'discredit labor's
great fight in defeating the right-toscab initiative. It is reported here the
King County Grand Jury will be asked
to determine whether any of the state's
labor leaders violated a state law in.
combatting Initiative 198.
ATTACK ON LABOR ACTION
That this attack on labor's political
aci ion is tied in with the general attack
brought on by McClellan's investigation of the Teamsters was made clear
when it was announced that the, original purpose of the grand jury meeting here was to look into the financial
dealings of Teamster Union officials.
It is reported the grand jury investigation stems from a Washington
State.law which prohibits the use of
funds from outside the state to finance
campaigns against initiatives and referendums.
When the so-called "right-to-work"
measure was rejected last November
charges were made by those who supported Initiative 198 that organized
labor had poured large sums into the
state to insure the defeat of this antilabor legislation.
STIRRING UP TROUBLE
When it was announced earlier this
month that the grand jury was to be
convened'and would look into the question of the financing of Initiative 198
Ed Weston, president of the State Federation of Labor, charged this grand
jury was being convened to "stir up
a lot of trouble."
Another labor leader here pointed
to the fact that this probe into Initiative 198 is being deliberately Injected
Into the more sensational item concerning the Teamsters in order to try
to convince public opinion that there
is a relationship between the two items.
"From the manner in which this
grand jury is being set up and publicized." he said, "it shouldn't surprise
anyone in the labor movement that
someone is intending to try to do a
job on labor."

Woodworkers
Negotiations
Broken Off
PORTLAND—Negotiations between
the International Woodworkers of
America (AFL-CIO and Canadian Congress of Labor) and the Employer
Associations representing the greater
part of the fir industry, have broken
off as a result of the employers saying
"no" to virtually every union demand.
The employers entered several complaints about certain conditions they
say exist in the industry, but they did
not plead inability to pay higher wages.
The TWA notified the Federal-Mediation and Conciliation Service that negotiations have been broken and the
Service has scheduled a meeting to try
to bring the parties thgether again.
The union announced it will continue
discussions with all companies as long
as there is any chance of reaching a
settlement by negotiation.
Matt Meehan, ILWIJ international
representative‘here, noted the importance of lumber as the main cargo
item in many of the ports where ILWIT
has contracts and stated that ILWII
has always supported the just demands
of the woodworkers and will continue
to support such demands.
'A—Wide World Photo

Reverend Milton Perry, 2
.1, of Jersey City,
Prayer for Liberty The
N. J., stopped in Philadelphia to pray at the

Liberty Bell after completing the third stage of a 220 mile walk from his church
to Washington. He made this prayer-walk to join the Prayer Pilgrimage for
Frgedom which was held in the nation's capitol to mark the third anniversary
of the Supreme Court decision desegregating public schools.

By June 30 consumer debt totaled
$37.1 billion, about 2 per cent over the
figure for the end of 1955. In the cow.
parable period of 1955 the rise had
been 8 per cent. At midyear 1956 toted
consumer debt was 11.4 per cent of aunual personal income compared with

10.8 per cent in 1955.
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—Dispatvher Photos

Dolls and toys from Italy, sillcs from Japan, handycraft from Africa, plaids
and fancy foods from Scotland, batiks from Indonesia, automobiles from Italy
and Germany and much more besides were decoratively displayed this week

in San Francisco's Ferry Building in connection with World Trade and Travel
Week. Conspicuously absent from this exhibit were the goods from the 600
million potential customers in mainland China.

When the publisher of the very conservative spokesman for big money,
the Journal of Commerce, writes that
we can no longer afford to believe war
Is inevitable and therefore We must
start thinking in terms of trade with
nations in the Red orbit—such as
mainland China—there can no longer
be any doubt, in which direction American business is anxious to go.
A roundup of recent editorial opinion reveals an almost universal demand
by independent newspapers of the
highest caliber—and some of the most
conservative papers are among them—
that we must consider opening largescale trade with China.
Eric Ridder, publisher of the Journal
of Commerce, in his front-page column,
"Straight Thinking," starts right off'
by saying:
"Stop right here if you believe that
another big war—the final bloody eonfilet between the free and Red worlds
—is 'inevitable.'
"And let's no longer fool ourselves—
that conflict will be 'final,' all right."
If you believe in the inevitability of
war, Ridder wrote, then such problems
as". . whether there should be more
trade between the countries of the free
world and those in the Russian orbit,
Including China, must indeed appear
piddling."

should put the heat on our own government to get non-military facts
about what is going on in China. We
trade with Russia and the satellites.
Why not China?"
'RED TAPE CURTAIN'
An editorial in the Pacific Shipper
in March stated that American businessmen are having their view of
China obscured not only by the socalled "bamboo curtain" raised by
China's government but also by the
"red tape curtain" drawn by the United
States government.
Commenting on the recent slight relaxation of the embargo of trade with
China, Coos Bay Times of Oregon
wrote:
"We have repeatedly said that it is
inevitable that the United States posi•

TRADE—NOT WAR
In obvious disagreement with the
Idea of "the inevitability of war," the
Journal of Commerce publisher said
"I firmly believe there is a remedy for
everything but death. If there is no
sense in even trying to get along with
half the people of the world, then we
had better forget about balancing the
budget or restoring an incentive tax
system, because there won't be any
need for an incentive system.
"Yet if you accept the belief that
no phase in human relations—between
Individuals or between nations—is inflexible, then you must admit that
more trade among nations can be one
of the best methods for developing a
better understanding among them."
HE'S NO COMMUNIST
Making sure that no one will mistake
his opinion for "appeasement," Ridder
Wrote, "I hope I need not reiterate
that I find everything repugnant that
smacks of Russian philosophy which
puts the state over the individual. But
if survival of our civilization is the
stake, I believe that it is fatal to accept
the inevitability of its destruction."
The primary trouble in the western
world, the publisher said, is that concerning the question of trade between
the West and the East there seems to
be no clear-cut starting point and no
logical conclusion.
"There are deep-seated differences
of opinion among us and our allies
who are pushing for greater relaxation
in the regulations governing trade . .
plenty of arguments for either point
of view . .. each argument in this
debate has its own counter argument."
TOO MUCH HAGGLING
Ridder makes an appeal to his businessmen-readers that a new start be
made to break this long line of argu-

ment for and against opening trade.
There is too much haggling and
wrangling, he says, over which item
should or should not be prohibited or
restricted; which item should be permitted to go to Russia but not to
China and vice versa; whether the
Japanese should 'be permitted or not
permitted to exchange their heavy machinery for Chinese iron ore.
Even though there are many details
that have to be settled one way or
another, Ridder says, "They don't provide the solution of the real problem.
That can be accomplished* only if the
debate is brought back to fundamentals."
REASON MUST PREVAIL
If you agree that war is unthinkable, he wrote, then you must agree
that "there is at least a chance* for
reason to prevail in the relationships
between the free and the Red worlds."
Bidder concludes by saying the manner in which Washington is handling
the trade question "cannot help but
damage the West's prestige among the
uncommitted nations. The latter will
naturally doubt the strength of anyone who Is constantly afraid of his,
own shadow."
In answer to those who oppose any
liberalization of West-East trade and
who always argue that such trade will
not amount to much in any case,
Ridder wrote, "If that Is so, then what
is all the shouting about?"
He concluded we should show the
world "... when it comes to industrial
know-how and all that goes with it we
can lick the Reds any day."
OTHER BUSINESSMEN AGREE
Other' current items revealing the
Intensified desire of businessmen to
open trade with China include a recent*
speech by Malielm W. Boyd, assistant
publisher of the "Pacific Shipper," who
told a World Trade Association luncheon in San Francisco that "America's
embargo on trade with Red China
should be lifted—or at least modified."
Boyd ,asserted that continuance of
the embargo will mean forfeiture of
trade, and said the list of European
and Japanese companies doing business
with Red China "reads 'like a maritime
blue book."
He also criticized the State Department's refusal to let American newspapermen tour ,China, saying "We

CRDC: China Trade Will
'Keep Winches Turning'
PORTLAND — The Columbia River
District Council on May 19 strongly
endorsed the delegOion which is going
to Washington to press for end to the
embargo against trading. with China.
The action—part of a four-pronged
motion dealing with world trade—also:
(1) Reaffirmed the position on world
trade takers by the group last August
In Astoria.
(2) Instructed Council Secretary
Kneeland Stranahan to issue a press
statement in support of the program.
(3) Urged affiliate locals to assure
the trade mission's success by contacting newspapers and chambers of commerce on the subject, In the various
ports.
The delegates' action followed the
reading of a letter which Local 18 has
filed with the trade committee for use
in Washington.
TRADE EQUALS PORK CHOPS
The letter said that "with us, the
question, of trade with China is not a
political one; it is a factual matter
of pork chops."
Members of Local 18 are all engaged
in,the milling of export flour. Present
flour markets are shrinking, and unless "some new foreign market is not
soon made available," most of the
local's members, the letter charged;

•

Pacific Shipper Reports British
Have Stepped Up Trade With China
SAN FRANCISCO — Further evidence that the western world is increasing its trade with mainland China
came from the Pacific Shipper, spokesman of West Coast shipping interests,
In its May 6 issue which gave details
of an eight per cent stepping up of
British trade with China in the first
three months of 1957.
The information, taken from a report of the British Board of trade, revealed that Britain imported more
goods from China than she exported
to China.

tion on trade with the hungry Communist China market must crack.
"China represents a market of hundreds of millions for the world's products, including timber products. If the
western world—specifically the US—
does not furnish this market some
other sphere will. . . It is ridiculous
for the United States to continue to
play the ostrich role, head buried in
the sand, ignoring the fact that our
disapproval of communism does not in
a whit bother the cormisunist rulers
of the world's most populous market
"We are sure that the new US attitude, as slight a change as it is, will
bring screams from the China lobby.
But it was inevitable. It was just as
inevitable as full US trade with Red
China is still inevitable."

British goods exported in the first
quarter of this year were worth
$6,028,404 as against $5,623,647 in
the first quarter of 1956.
Imports from 'China worth $10,330,700 for the first three months of
1957 contrasted heavily with the first
period of 1956 which totalled $6,869,351.
The principal imports from Britain
consisted of chemicals, wool and electrical appliances. China's'main exports
were dried eggs, tea and textile yarns.

"will be subsisting eon the well-known
rocking chair fund,"
Not only flour cargo, but lumber
cargo is on the decline, it was brought
out.
Matt Meehan, ILWU International
Representative, said that export shipments of lumber—a main cargo item
In the ports from Eureka north—have
fallen off sharply, due to the hard
money policy, decline in home building
and various other factors. China trade
kept the winches turning in the lumber
ports during the depression, and "could
again," he added.
"In 1931 Oregon and Washington
shipped more lumber to China than
these two states -shipped to all countries last year—and almost as much
flour."
Enough flour was shipped to China
during one year in the '20's to provide almost three years' work for the
Astoria mill crew.
BUSINESSMEN WANT TRADE
Meehan said that a "survey of opinion" taken in the Portland area recently under his direction showed that
most of the shippers and manufacturers "agree with us that China trade
is the solution."
"They want this trade," he asserted,
"but we found some of those interviewed reluctant to speak for the record. They wanted to know 'who else
is for it' before authorizing the use
of their names."
Two of the firms Interviewed had
recently had representatives in the
Orient. From these, and other sources,
it was learned that there is a market
In present-day China not only for flour
and lumber, but for many other items
"which we produce and could he going
over the ship's rail in our ports."
TAKE ISSUE TO PUBLIC
, The need for the locals to "take this
vital issue to the public" was stressed
by Don Brown of Local 12. lie suggested the sending of speakers before
trade groups, as has been done in Coos
Bay.
•
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'Right-to-Work'
Laws Rapped
By Demo Chief
WASHINGTON, D. C.—Without
mentioning the effort of Senator John
McClellan, Arkansas Democrat, to pin
a "right-to-work" rider on the Civil
Rights Bill, Paul M. Butler, chairman
of the Democratic National Committee,
has pointed out that so-called "rightto-work" laws are "in complete contradiction to the Democratic platform
unanimously adopted by the 1956 National Convention."
Butler revealed that he has written
members of the National Committee
and state chairmen, calling their attention to efforts to enact so-called "rightto-work" laws and emphasizing that
such laws are specifically mentioned
In the 1956 platform.
As the result of these letters, Butler
reported he has received many pledges
of co-operation from Democratic leaders to organize grassroots sentiment
against "right-to-work" legislation.
In his letter to National Committee
members, Butler pointed out that
"right-to-work" legislation is "unfair
and discriminatory." He urged committee members to appeal to Democratic
state legislatures to reaffirm the 1956
platform, to "speak out on this issue
at every opportunity and do your best
to arouse public support in opposition
to 'right-to-work' laws."

ILWU Thanked by
Alaska Delegate
SAN FRANCISCO — E. L. Bartlett,
Delegate from Alaska to the United
States Congress, recently wrote ILWU
Secretary-Treasurer Louis Goldblatt a
letter of thanks for the ILWU's interest in the problem of tax exemptions
to make up for the higher cost of living in Alaska.
Mr. Bartlett referred to Resolution
3 adopted by the ILWU Twelfth Biennisi Convention, held in San Francisco
April 1-5, which called for a 25 per
cent cost of - living allowance for all
working people in the Territory. Government workers now are allowed this
exemption.
As a result of the higher cost of
living in Alaska, Mr. Bartlett said "the
Alaska wage earner is required to earn
much more than he would in the States
for minimum living standards.. . But
this puts him in a higher income tax
bracket . . which takes much more
away from him."

—Dispotchor Photos

Five ILWU pensioners iourneyed to Sacramento May 13 to represent the
San Francisco Bay Area Pensioners' Committee before the Assembly Ways
and Means Committee in opposition to the Rees bill 1AB 1773). The assembly committee, however, didn't get around
to the bill and the pensioner delegation planned to go back for another try. Top picture is a candid shot of the Ways
and Means Committee. The pensioner delegation is shown below seated in the audience, left to right, Herman Styvelaar and Tim Kelly, Local 34, and William Gainey, Charles Weissin and Floyd E. Thomas, Local 10. In front of them
in the foreground is Robert Rohatch, president of Local 10. The Rees bill, already reported out by she Assembly Finance Committee, would authorize special investigation of any welfare or pension fund at expense of the fund,
thus endangering benefits accruing to union members and pensioners. On May 20 the pensioner lobby was enlarged
by a committee from Southern California. The fight against the bill has now shifted to the Senate.

Senior Citizens in Action

Darrow Book Unearthed That Praises Union Shop
CHICAGO — Experience has shown maintain in shop and mill the best ploying class and the serving class."
but they have ever been present with
"Its mission is to protect the weak the human race, and so long as the
that the "closed shop" is "essential to conditions that unionism has won, and
protect the liberty (the unions) have to look commit to others better still; against the strong," he concluded. "In war of the classes shall continue, the
won and give some vantage ground for to save the workman from his once the great industrial strife which has weak and the helpless must ever look
other triumphs yet to come," the late long hours of toil and to provide a come down through the ages and to trade unionism as its chief chamClarence Darrow, famed labor attorney shorter day yet, needs every effort of which will prevail until the capitalist pion and its most powerful defender.
and "attorney for the defense," wrote every union man, and without the and laborer are one, trade unionism But when its work is done, and class
in a booklet entitled "The Open Shop right to protect themselves by refusing has fought the bat ties of theworkman. struggles are at an end, trade unionto work with those whose weakness or And in fighting for the wage-earner it ism will be no more. Then all men will
—A Defense of Union Labor."
The booklet was unearthed by an stupidity makes them recreant or un- has fought for greater liberty to man. he brothers and the highest good of
"War and strife are not ideal states, all will be the fondest desire of each."
all-Chicago cotnmittee which sponsored faithful to their class, trade unionism
the 100th anniversary of the birth of can neither hold that which it has won EJ.1111k1111111111111il1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111iiiit111110111t1111111HIMID111111111111W1111111111110111111114111illi1111111111141111110111111111111111111111111111MIMMININ14011111111111111tItiiitHumummiiminipimmun
Darrow, who died in 1938. Chicago was nor look forward to greater victories
still."
his home town.
Trade unionism, according to DarDarrow, in his blast at the "open
shop," published during an anti-labor row, could not "be true to its own
campaign of another era, wrote that members without the right to demand
"the popular line of opposition against the closed shop." He stressed "the exunionism is made in the violent de- penses and burdens of the union are
mand for the 'open shop.' He an- no small item to the member who reswered the "right to work') argument ceives but little pay for the work he
of the times by asserting that no such does."
Although, Barrow said, the "nonright is possible "without a place to
work." He pointed out that "neither union man may join the enemy to
the government nor those who declaim defeat shorter hours and better wages,
the loudest or insist the most have when he has lost his fight and the
ever furnished the laborer a place to unions have triumphed, he is always
toil." "No one knows better," he said, the first man to demand the rewards
"than the men who make the state- of another's efforts and to profit from
ment that the right (to work) rests the courage and devotion of the man
purely upon the master's will, and he did his best to defeat and betray.
could trade unionism be destroyed the The employer, realizing that this man
will would be 'harder and more arbi- has given all the aid he could, is,ever
trary, and the right to work far less ready to pay him for his disloyalty to
his class," Darrow observed.
availing than it is today."
Darrow stated that the labor move"To prevent trade unionism," he
Said, "from being conquered in every ment "evolved to serve a purpose and
,
"SURE You PAVE 1REED0,4 of ExPRESsoti— WRITE
detail; to save its members from being perform a duty in the upward march
thrown out of the open door to make of the human race . . . to fit a condi- 3
ht4NC11/it4C You
OUR ADVERTiceln MAY LIKE"
room for the servile and the'weak;'to tion of society, divided into the em- . -anotoismoilmionot
111
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Agreement in
LA Scrap Wins
10c Wage Hike
TERMINAL ISLAND — The longsought goal of a common contract expiration date for the entire scrap industry was achieved recently by ILWU
Local 26 when contracts were signed
with National Metal and American Baling Co., for a 17/
1
2 cents an hour package. The 2/
1
2 year contract expires
October 1, 1959.
The contract package includes 10
cents an hour across the board, with a
classification receiving a 30 cents boost,
and several others, receiving 13 and 15
cents increases.
Also won were 5 days' sick leave a
year, beginning October 1; an added
paid holiday to make seven in all; additional payment of $1.35. a month per
ILWU Local 6 and Local 17 wage negotiators are shown on their side of the employe for health and welfare,
bringcollective bargaining table last May 10. Left to right: Frank Thompson of ing total payments up to $14 a
month
Local 17; Business Agents Joseph Lynch and Joe Blasquez of Local 6; Dick Lynden, secretary of Local 6; Lou Goldblatt, for each worker, and
three weeks' paid
ILWU secretary-treasurer; Charles “Chili" Duarte, Local 6 president and Lou Gonick, secretary of the negotiating vacation after 15
years.
committee.
Should a pension plan be negotiated
In the rest of the scrap industry, the
company agreed to put such plan into
effect for its employes October 1.
The contract, which covers 200 workers in both plants, may be opened October 1, 1958, with the right to strike
(Continued from Page 3)
reserved to the union.
erratic Congressional leaders and added:
SAN FRANCISCO—ILWU-PMA
7. If the docker is not yet 55 (and
"More and more protest votes are being cast by Southern Negroes for Re- Pension Director Henry Schmidt this has worked 15 or more years in the
publicans and I don't blame them a week listed ten rules for preparation industry) he still must wait for his
of an application under the ILWU- 55th birthday before filling out the
bit."
PMA
open-ended pension plan.
application.
One of the loudest rounds of apWASHINGTON,D. C.--The Supreme
Schmidt advises dockers to consult
8. If the docker is 55 or older but
plause and "amens" came when Mordecai Johnson, president of Howard with their local secretary if they need has worked less than 15 years, he must Court has ruled 8-0 that an insurance
wait until he has completed 15 years' company can be sued when a bankrupt
University, said Negroes will suffer further clarification.
company fails to pay its agreed upon
The rules are:
work before filing the application.
anything to preserve the NAACP, "incontributions
to a worker's welfare
1.
The
application
should
9.
not
The
be
combination
to
be
rememcluding prison."
fund.
Noticeable in the crowd were posters filled out if the docker's name is al- bered in deciding whether or not to
The case grew out of a suit brought
fill out the application is: 55 years or
and banners of local unions, but on the ready on the eligibility list.
2. It should be filled out if the older AND 15 or more years on the job. by trustees of the Laborers Health
whole labor turnout for the Pilgrimage
10. In connection with the above it and Wel4pre Fund for Northern Caliwas regarded as "disappointing" by docker (longshoreman, shipclerk or
some of the sponsors. A. Philip Ran- walking boss) is now 55 or older and is important to remember that the fornia against a construction company
dolph was tlie only union leader who has wonted 15 or more years in the original pension plan called for 25 and an insurance company for three
industry.
qualifying years out of the past 28. months welfare payments that were
took part in the program.
3. It should be filled out even if the The open-ended plan calls for 25 quali- supposed to have been paid into the
ILWU PARTICIPATES
docker prepared one before and was fying years out of the last 35. Thus, fund. The construction company and
William Chester, ILWU Northern found ineligible under the terms of the under the open-ended plan, an absence the insurance company fought the suit
from the industry for not more than 10 on the technical grounds that the comCalifornia Regional Director, and John first pension plan.
4. It should be filled out if the years allows a man to prepare a pen- pany had not actually provided men or
Walker, Local 10, offended the rally
in company with a large delegation of docker forgot to prepare an applica- sion application. Under the original materials for the job involved.
Lower Federal courts upheld the conCalifornia Negro ministers. Four ad- tion under the terms of the first plan. plan, an absence of only 3 years was
5. It should be filled out even allowed.
struction and insurance companies but
ditional delegates from Locals 10 and
though the docker prepared dne before
the Supreme Court reversed the lower
6 were also present.
The 500 largest corporations in the court decisions and declared that the
New York ILA locals sent a busload and was found ineligible because his
of longshoremen to participate. Addi- application was submitted too late U S account for about 50 per cent of Welfare Fund trustees could sue.
the nations industrial production and
tional longshore delegates came from (i.e., after December 22, 1952).
6. It should be filled out even 50 per cent of the total employes in
From 1950 to 1955 the number of
Gulf ports.
though the docker prepared one be- that field. Sales for the 500 rose 18 per farm operators decreased by 13 per
fore and was found ineligible under cent above the year before, compared cent, unpaid family workers by 16 per
the first plan because he was out of with 12 per cent for industrial corpora- cent and hired farm workers by 10 per
the industry for a period of more than tions as a whole. Profits of the 500 rose cent. For farm operators it was the
3 years.
35 per cent between 1954 and 1955.
largest elimination in history.

Warehouse Bargainers

'Give us ballot'
Is prayer demand

Here's How to Apply for
Open-end Pension Plan

Unpaid Welfare
Belongs to Unions

Local 17 Names
Its New Officers

BRODERICK, Calif.—Ben Davis was
re-elected president of ILWU Warehouse Local 17 May 18 without opposition. Under a change in the constitution of the local made in 1955, Davis
and other officers will serve a 2-year
Instead of a 1-year term.
Walter Arndt was re-elected vice
president, 114 to 83, over Ralph Rio.
Frank Thompson was again named as
secretary-treasurer and business agent
without opposition. Elected recording
secretary without opposition was Bill
Ploutfe.
Robert McCarroll defeated Claude
Thompson, 104 to 92, for sergeant-atarms, and Jack Losee was named dispatcher without opposition.
Three new trustees are Elmer Jeppson, Carl Pina and Helen Schultz. Thirteen new members were named to the
executive board along with nine who
were re-elected.

Local 26 Files For
May Company. Election
LOS ANGELES A petition for a
representation election for the May
Company warehouse workers has been
filed with the National Labor Relations Board by ILWU Local 26. More
than the required number of authorization cards were turned in with the
petition, and rank and file organizers
In the warehouse continue to turn in
additional cards.

warehouse employers negotiating committee, representing the Distributors AssociaEmployer Caucus The
tion of Northern California, are shown in a caucus May 10 before the huge photomural of the Bay Bridge in international headquarters of ILWU. Left to right; Irving Culver, Henry Hofmann, J. Hart
Clinton, president of DANC, Joseph Biumlein, R. A. Smardon and Jack Bredt
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1956 NLRB Report Shows How the
Board Is Making it 'Tougher' on Labor

Joe Lynch, veteran
Local 6 business
agent, is secretary-treasurer of the San
Francisco Football League and along
with some other well known Local
6'ers, will be officiating on the field
or otherwise at the big soccer contest
June 5 at Kezar Stadium in San Francisco between the Glasgow Celtic
team from Scotland and the San Francisco All Stars. Others will be Vince
Eta Banez of Walkup, Manuel Cebalks of MJB and George Valter of
Hills Brothers. Joe reports that Local
6 has many soccer players and fans.
Tickets for the game at $1.75 are on
sale at local headquarters, 255 Ninth
street.

Footballer

Between 1952 and 1955 the number
of small business failures increased 55
per cent, according to Leon Keyserling,
former Chairman of the Council of
Economic Advisers.

WASHINGTON, D. C.- Statistical
proof of labor complaints that the
National Labor Relations Board is
making it "tougher" on labor and
"easier" on employers is contained in
the NLRB's own Annual Report for
the fiscal year ending June, 1956.
Analysis of the Report shows four
major areas in which organized labor
has been hit heavily either because of
actions within the NLRB itself or because of decisions which have encouraged management to use Taft-Hartley
against labor more vigorously than in
the past. At the same time labor has
been discouraged in efforts to win
Board support for its own cases.
Here is the story in the cold figures
of statistical charts in the 1956 Report:
(1) Although the percentage of General Counsel complaints against unions
has been roughly about one-third or less
of those against employers ever since
Taft-Hartley went into effect, the
years 1955 and 1956 saw a sharp and
unprecedented increase in the proportion of complaints filed against unions
even though the proportion of charges
had not changed. Instead of the complaints issued against unions running
at the one-third rate, they actually
climbed to 44 per cent in 1955 and for
the first time in the history of TaftHartley went over the half-way mark
In 1956.
This complete reversal of the normal pattern of charges filed and complaints issued took place during the
tenure of Theophil C. Kammholz, who
held the 'office of General Counsel between March 29, 1955, and January 2,
1957, despite bitter labor criticism.
Before Kammholz took office, the
ratio of charges of unfair employment
practices brought by Individuals and
unions against management and the
ratio of complaints eventually issued
by the General Counsel were roughly
equal.
In 1955 the percentage of charges

On The Beam.. by

brought against unions was only 29.3
as compared with 70.7 against management. Yet the percentage of complaints issued by Karnmholz against
labor shot up to 42.3 per cent.
In 1956, the change was even more
dramatic. The percentage of charges
against labor was only 33.1 per cent
as against 66.9 per cent against management. But the percentage of Kammholz' complaints against unions leaped
up 56 per cent as compared with only
44 per cent against management-a
complete reversal of the normal pattern and powerful evidence in support
of labor charges of Kammholz promanagement bias.
The year 1956 thus became the first
time in the history of Taft-Hartley
that complaints against unions went
over the half way mark although the
charges filed against labor were actually less than half those filed against
management.
(2) Union victories in representation elections have shown a marked
drop. During 1953 unions won 72 per
cent of the elections in which they
participated. By 1956 this figure had
declined to 65 per cent, a loss of seven
per cent.
This drop was even shVirper in the
number of employees in units which
selected union bargaining agents. They
fell from 79 per cent in 1953 to 63 per
cent in 1956, a loss of 14 per cent.

What Happened to Labor Under Kammhohr
Percentage of
Percentage of
Unfair Labor Practices Charges
Unfair Labor Practices Complaints Issued
AGAINST
AGAINST
YEAR
UNIONS
EMPLOYER'S
EMPLOYERS
UNIONS
30.0
1948
... 77.3
22.7
69.2
26.2
1949. .
78.2
21.8
73.8
22.2
77.8
1950
77.0
23.0
20.5
79.5
79.1
20.9
1951......
16.9
83.1
79.0
21.0
1952.
20.3
79.7
1953
19.4
... 80.6
720
28.0
73.3
26.7
1954...
42.3
57.7
..70.7
29.3
1955...•
44.0
56,0
1956
66.9
33.1

Harry Bridges
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(Continued from Page 2)
sive. There is nothing new in this attitude of management; it's just more of
the same with no prospect of any change in the forseeable future.
The union committee must be first of all concerned with one thing-and
one thing only, and that is to protect the interests of the union and of its members. And this means just that. It doesn't mean concern about men who once
were in the union and might one day come back, or men who are not yet in
and hope one day to become members. It means the men in the union today.
Yet many of our practices don't work out that way. Rules and practices
which we are trying to keep with the idea they protect work opportunities and
'Job security really add up to fighting to create jobs for people who are not
even in the union and who are only filling in on the waterfront. It's understandable that fear about the future when work might fall off, or fear about
being displaced by the machines, explains these kinds of situations. But holding
on to practices which make jobs for other people-and which frequently make
the work harder-is no kind of a union program. And it's not in the interest
of the union members. Maybe this kind of program has worked in the past-but it makes no sense today.
One of the results of this kind of a position into which we have moved is,
as most longshoremen know, that in addition to bulk cargo operations more
and more packaging, strapping and palletizing of cargoes is taking place away
from the front. This work is being done uptown by workers who enjoy none of
the longshoremen's wages or conditions and who are not in the ILWU.
Until we have developed a program which protects work opportunities and
job security for the union members, and which holds out some promise of
protecting the members against a recession in the future, we'll be fighting to
keep doing things the hard way. We have to develop an approach to mechanization and changes in operation which embodies these kind of features: A guarantee of work opportunities and job security for members, and elimination of
hard work wherever possible, reduction of hours, increased base pay rates and
skill differentials, and a work force adequate to do the job. This is what we
have to put our minds to, instead of spending the union's energy trying to
create more work and to hold onto hard jobs when-on many occasions-we
don't even have enough members in our own ranks to handle the jobs.
Take the 4 on and 4 off. The real reason for this practice growing up in the
hold is that the methods of handling cargoes there have changed little over the
years. But dock operations and the machinery used to get the freight under the
hook have changed-in the .direction of moving more and greater loads faster.
The job of the hold men has become tougher, and they try to ease it a bit by
spelling each other on the job-even though the practice has been condemned
by the union which is on record, by vote of the membership, to end it.
Over the years the ILWU has always shown the ability to advance the interests and the welfare of the membership through union policies which were
tough but realistic. We've never gone for pie in the sky. And we have never succeeded over the long pull when we've followed practices which weren't part of a
thought through program with a direction and a purpose, and for the best interests of our rank and file-first.
This is the kind of program we need in the waterfront division today. Once
we have it, the parts will fall in place and the guarantees the men need and
must have will be set,

In any event the figures are clear:
In 1952 there were 584,030 employees
in units that selected bargaining
agents. In 1956 there were 291,292.
(3) The statistics show that within
the past few years employers have
been greatly encouraged to•bring
charges against unions. While charges
of unfair labor practices brought by
Individuals against unions dropped to
46 per cent in 1956, the lowest in the
past five years, charges against unions
brought by employers have increased
by 100 per cent during those same five
years. They represent 16 per cent of all
charges filed and 47 per cent of those
specifically filed against unions, a
jump of 12 per cent over 1955.
(4) In contrast with this heavy
growth in the confidence of employers
that they can win their cases against
unions, there has been a corresponding
loss of union appeals to the NLRB to
resolve unfair labor practices charges
that were filed with the NLRB.
The 1956 figures showed a drop to
44 per cent as union confidence in the
Board also dropped. In 1952, 75 per
cent of unfair labor practices charges
against employers were brought by
unions. By 1956 this percentage had
dropped to 63. More and more labor
was finding the NLRB unsympathetic
to its cases.

...
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People Put Off
Health Problem
IIIROTECTING people from illness,
ir suffering, disability, loss of earning power is a proposition that's sometimes hard to sell. So much is up to the
individual, who finds it so easy to put
off the health and life preserving
things that only he can do.
It's likewise easy, though, to take
steps that may mean the difference
between continuing good health and a
household facing the problems that go
with blindness or crippling or a long
stay in the hospital and no work.
The first step is up to the individual
and the family. For example:
Blindness caused by glaucoma-The
California Health Department reports
14 per cent of adult blindness is the
result of glaucoma, and this blindness
"can be prevented if the condition is
detected early and treatment begun."
If glaucoma is not treated, "the almost
inevitable result is blindness."
It's estimated two people out of
every hundred over age 40 have undetected glaucoma. It's a condition of
increased pressure within the eye, 90
per cent of the time starting without
pain.
A physician can detect it by testing
the pressure In the eye, a test that
should be done every two years after
age, 40.
Poliomyelitis-Salk vaccine is recommended up to age 40. People living
in an area where the supply is short
would do well to arrange for their
shots immediately when the vaccine is
available. Where there's a supply now,
remember the season is close, protec-

tion against paralysis is greater with
each shot, greatest after the series of
three, and the disease is not confined
to children.

Women Can Save
Their Own Lives
Lockjaw-Thin is a painful way to
die. It does not need to happen because
tetanus toxoid shots are a sure preventive.
Tuberculosis - There's no shot to
give sure protection, but regular chest
x-rays can reveal the disease long before a person knows he has it. With
prompt treatment there can be complete recovery. Delayed treatment of
course, lessens the chances: it also
means spreading the disease to others,
perhaps to everyone in the family,
often to fellow workers.
Cancer of the cervix in women-It
can be detected by the smear test,
which should be a regular routine for
women. The American Cancer Society
reports: "An experiment recently completed in Pennsylvania indicated that
if proper testing procedures, cell
examination for uterine cancer (the
smear test), are set up in a community, deaths from cancer of the cervix,
the second highest cancer killer of
women, can be almost completely
eliminated."
These are just a few of the specific
measures to keep health that, along
with regular medical checkups, it
doesn't pay to ignore, any more than
a person can afford to ignore safety
rules. The same as with accidents,
much illness can be prevented with a
little care.
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Second County Right- to-Scab
Law Foiled by Labor Action
HOLLISTER, Calif.— A proposal
that San Benito County become the
second county in this state to pass a
"right - to - work" law was quickly
grounded when some forty union members and several union spokesmen pro,
tested the idea before the Board of
Supervisors here recently.
Tehama County in Northern California recently became the first county
In the state to pass one of these ordinances. This has been bitterly protested by labor organizations who have
asked the Tehama supervisors to reconsider their action.
A letter sent to the San Benito
board by a local painter who said he
had been refused work by the building
trades in this county, suggested that
an anti-union law be enacted.
Some two 'dozen women members of
Warehouse Local 11, HAM,dried fruit

The New Home Grocery-sponsored Stevedore team won the
1957 championship of the 16-team Honolulu ILWU 800 Bowling League. Kneeling: Frank Tabanera, Team Sponsor Jerry Kim, and Celio
Bosque. Standing: Captain Seraphine Dias, Howatcl Dias, Serapio Sajor, and
Francis Leong. Kim, a longshcireman, is owner of New Home Grocery Store.
The Team was honoree at the League's annual awards dinner held at Times
Grill in Honolulu on April 28. The league was composed of teams representing
ILWU pineapple, longshore and general trades groupings units in the city of
Honolulu. Waipahu won the Rural Oahu Bowling League tale. The league is
made up of sugar and pineapple unit teams. The ILWU Athletic Association
sponsored bowling leagues on Molokai, Kauai and Maui under its Territory-wide
sports program.

Winners

•

NY Dockers
Kicking Out
Loan Sharks
NEW YORK — Usury — one of the
oldest and dirtiest abuses against New
York longshoremen
may be coming
to an end here as a big ILA local and
a New York bank joined forces recently to help drive Loan sharks from
the piers.
ILA Local 656, through its secretary-treasurer, Fred R. Fields, Jr., and
the American Trust Company entered
Into an agreement to set up a "financial assistance fund" from which the
Local will make inexpensive small loans
to individual dock workers.
All arrangements for loans up to
200 dollars will be made at the longshoremen's local office. The interest
rate will be six per cent per year. The
bank will make available as much as
$10,000 to the local for loan purposes
and the fund will be backed by the
local's regular account in the bank.
The New York Times report of this
item provided a background to the
serious problem longshoremen had in
borrowing small sums of money and
why they became the victims of unscrupulaus loan sharks.
Despite earnings of $100 per week
and more, most longshoremen were
not considered good risks for personal
loans because they worked for so many
different employers in the course of
the year.
Not having a hiring hall such as
exists on the West Coast, and not
working for a common employer, such
as the Pacific Maritime Association,
which pools all wages into a single
payment, the New York longshoremen
were faced with much more red tape
than most workers when they tried to
borrow money.
LOAN SHARK'S PARADISE
The Times reported, "Loan sharks
generally forced a borrower to repay
$6 a week for every $5 borrowed. On
the waterfront they are frequently referred to as 'the 6-for-s boys.'"
As an example of usury in practice,
the Times said, a loan of $120 was
usually repaid in 24 weeks, with a total
interest of $24, This would amount to
1040 per cent per year.
Under the now setup the same loan
wal cost a total of $3.90.

Anti-Labor Laws
Now Called'Moral
(From The Dispateher's Washington Bureau)

WASHINGTON, D. C. Congress
was advised here recently just what
the US Chamber of Commerce expects in the way of a full housecleaning job on labor.
The prescription came from John
S. Coleman, outgoing president, in
the course of his keynote speech
to some 4,000 persons gathered for
the 45th annual convention of the
business organization.
Discussing specifically the meaning of a "full cleansing job," President Coleman said:
"It should demand an end by
voluntary action to the indefensible
secondary boycott. A recognition
that right-to-work laws have a
moral basis.
"A full house-cleaning job should
demand that labor quit trying to
create an all-powerful monopoly in
a country that will not long tolerate
monopoly of any kind
business,
labor, or government."
In effect, the Chamber of Commerce spokesmen demanded an end
to union solidarity in support of
economic objectives, a national
right-to-work law, and breakup of
national unions—or national bargaining
by application of antitrust laws.

Local26WinsEqual
WagesatTwoPlants
SAN PEDRO—ILWU Local 26 negotiators recently wiped out a wage
differential of 8 cents an hour which
has always existed between the Philip
R. Park plants here and in Fontana,
and at the same time won a 10-centsan-hour across-the-board increase.
Equalization of Fontana rates with
the San Pedro plant will be accomplished in three steps: 3 cents an hour
August 1, 3 cents November 1 and
2 cents February 1, 1958.
Company health and welfare payments will also be increased bY $1.35
October 1.
Rates of pay range from $2.18 to
$2.38 in the one-year contract.

Government
Drops Ben
Gold Case

workers, appeared along with members
and officials of AFL-CIO unions, to
protest the suggested legislation.
Elliot Wax, representing the warehousemen, spoke of the law as a "right
to scab" law, and Robert Morgan, attorney for the Santa Clara-San Benito
County Building and Trades Council,
referred to the law as one "aimed at
killing the union movement."
It was generally conceded here that
if the ILWU rank and file had not
gathered in a hurry to put a stop to
it, the law might have been passed.

Scholarship Fund
Started in Eureka
EUREKA — In memory of her husband, Hugh, Ralphyne MacDonald has
contributed $110 to start a scholarship
fund to be administered by Auxiliary
29 here. Hugh MacDonald was a former
vice president of Local 14, 11.AVU,
The Hugh MacDonald Scholarship
Fund will be granted each year to a
dependent of a Local 14 or Auxiliary.
29, ILWU, member. A widow of a Local
14 member is also eligible if she Is in
need 'of further schooling.
If no person in the ILWU Is available for the scholarship it will be
offered to the AFL-CIO. If any one
person proves exceptionally worthy,
$100 a year will be granted until he
has completed his education.
One fund-raising activity will be held
yearly by the auxiliary to raise money
for the scholarship.

NEW YORK — Ben Gold, former
president of the Fur Workers' Union
and the first trade unionist to be
prosecuted under the Taft-Hartley provision for non - communist affidavits,
was free last week after the government announced it was dropping the
case on the eve of a scheduled retrial.
FBI TAMPERED WITH JURY
The Supreme Court recently threw
out the case, after Gold's conviction,
on the ground that the FBI hail tampered with the jury. An FBI agent
SEATTLE—The official bulletin of
talked to jury members during the ILWU Local 19 here, The Hook, retrial.
ports that the boys' baseball team
The United States Attorney here sponsored by the local longshoremen
moved to dismiss the indictment is "well on its way to the championagainst Gold on the ground that cer- ship of the league."
tain material evidence is not now availThe "Lil League Baseball" team has
able. He said that Louis Budenz would won 4 games and lost none so far this
be unable to testify at a new trial be- year.
cause of a heart attack and that the
Bill Laing, manager of this team,
Justice Department had reason to be- announced that the kids are getting
lieve that Benjamin Gitlow would're- new jackets for the Lll League Jamfuse to testify in any new trial.
boree to be held on June 14 at Sick's
Gitlow has been discredited several Seattle Stadium.
times recently, after many years as a
A schedule of a dozen games is yet
professional witness; Budenz has made to be played at the Roosevelt High
a well-paying career out of being an School, and longshoremen and their
"ex-Communist."
families are being asked to get behind
A. curious sidelight in the case their ballplayers.
against Gold was that Budenz did not
FEPC Enforcement Stepped Up
claim ever to have seen or talked with
ALBANY, N. Y.—Isador Lubin, New
Gold; Gitlow last saw Gold in June,
1929 — almost a quarter of a century York State Industrial Commissioner,
before Gold was indicted under the has set up a special division within
the State Labor Department to step
Taft-Hartley Act.
up enforcement of FEPC laws against
HIGH COURT HATES LIARS
discrimination. Mrs. Dollie Robinjob
I. F. Stone in his Weekly, May 20,
Labor
had this comment to make on the dis- son, former secretary of the
Department, will head the new division.
missal of the Gold prosecution:
"Another inhibiting factor may have
been the growing hostility of the Supreme Court where there is evidence
that the testimony of the government's
paid 'experts' is tainted by perjury.
Of the seven ex-communist witnesses
in the Gold trial, six make their living
by testifying, lecturing, writing or
'consulting,' and one—Manning Johnson—has been proved a liar so often
(notably in the case of Ralph Bunch)
that the Department of Justice may
have blanched at the thought of trotting him out again."

Local 19 IA League
Has Perfect Record

Bedridden Longshoreman Given TV
WILMINGTON—Members of ILWU
Locar 13 chipped in recently to buy a
television set and a hospital bed for
Henry (floppy) Hopkins, who has been
unable to work for years because Of
illness.

at thought you said you'd been
taking him to your union
meetings!'"

Los Angelesi ILWU Locals Planning
Theater Project for Talented Members
LOS ANGELES—A theater project,
with ILWU union members and Auxiliary members, is being launched in
the Los Angeles area. Representatives
of Women's Auxiliaries 8 and 26, and
of Locals 13 and 26 met last week to
map out the project and to write a
questionnaire intended to find the var-

lous talents in the four groups which
will be distributed to all members.
Meeting halls of both locals have
stages that will be used for production
of dramatic presentations and variety
shows, which ILWU members will
write, direct and act in.
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Letters To
The Editor

Bad Seed

Dockers' Multiphasic
Tests Aided Heart Study

Newport News
•

Editor: This little port has been left
out of the news except when something
exceptional happened here and that is
not very often. We want to let you
know we are alive and things do happen here, at least once in a while,.
Although we have only about 85
members here, attendance at our meetings runs from 70 to 95 per cent,
—United Mine Workers Journal.
which shows we do have -interesting
meetings. At our April meeting one
of our senior members, Laurence M.
(Curly) Lewis, retired. As he was
vacating a gang boss job the members
of his gang gave him a present. He
Is an ardent hunter and fisherman and
has a completely equipped trailer and
NEW YORK—A reader of The Wall
camping outfit, but a little investigaStreet Journal, who has no use for
tion showed he lacked a camp pistol,
labor racketeering, has equally no use
so the best automatic target pistol
for management racketeering, as the
available was presented at the meeting, following letter printed by the busiwhich happened to fall on April Fool's
nessmen's Bible indicates:
Day. Along with the fact that the
"Editor, The Wall Street Journal:
member doing the presenting is an
"Of course no one can condone a
active practical joker, this combination
that forces a man to pay
system
really made an interesting affair, but
the gang for once was serious, although tribute to a union in order to earn his
the rest of the membership, ineluding living and then.permits that tribute
Curly himself, was quite, suspicious to be stolen by union racketeers.
"But is this really any worse than
until the package was finally opened
some of the current practices of
Without any embarrassing results.
The Ladies' Auxiliary here is a very big business? Unconscionable salaries
active affair. The ladies have put on (some approaching $1 million a year),
some rummage sales, have set up a incentive compensation, deferred comcoffee shop next door to the hiring pensation, bonuses, pensions, stock ophall, and a couple of weeks ago put tions and many other hidden perquion a wonderful ham dinner for all the sites are common.
"And now the latest gimmick is the
members and pensioners.
Florida vacation—at stockholders' exTom Laahbaugh,
pense. At Bahia Mar, the big yacht
ILWU Local 53,
basin in Fort Lauderdale, last winter
Newport, Ore.
there were between 400 and 500 large
yachts.
Shorter Week
"A survey showed that approxiEditor: Congratulations on the very mately 80 per cent were owned by
wonderful editorial and cartoon, "How corporations, the directors and officers
to Get Rich." (May 10 issue of The and their wives and friends having a
Dispatcher.)
wonderful vacation.
We hope all ILWU members and
"And now it is extending from
others will read this and start think- yachts to houses! Florida houses, costing along these lines.
ing in many instances well over $100,Even though Local 6 has been on 000, are owned by corporations and
record for the six-hour day, not enough used by the officers and directors—
members have realized the importance again at the expense of the stockof living longer and a better life.
holders.
I am 100 per cent behind the pro"Unless business will pollee its own
gram for a shorter work week.
house a way will have to be found to
Robert Ragland and Wife, Clara. police it for them — perhaps by legisLocal 6, Berkeley.
lation imposing personal liability on
directors who permit expenditures for
other than strictly corporate purposes.

SAN FRANCISCO — Dock workers
who took the multiphasic health tests
at ILWU Local 10 in 1951 did more
than help themselves—their participation made possible collection of facts
and figures on heart disease, the
nation's leading cause of death, which
may help great numbers of people.
The California State Health Depart-

Management Racketeering

Florida Vacations Used
For Business Deductions

'Owl' Unit Planned
For. LA Dock Debaters

7DISPATCHER
C"
Page 9"A

Election Results in
Local 8 Announced

WILMINGTON — ILWU Local 13
members who work nights, but who
would like to continue activities in the
PORTLAND — The election commitlocal's Hook and Gavel Club, are trying to form an "Owl" unit of the club, tee of ILWU Local 8 here announced
which would meet once a week for the election of its mid-term dispatcher
luncheon. This group would also affili- and a new member of the Labor Relaate with the Toastmasters Interna- tions Committee.
tional. Twenty members are needed for • Don E. Jensen was elected mid-term
such a charter. Invitation to join the dispatcher with a vote of 593 against
unit has been extended to members of 393 received by Robert R. Headrick.
Locals 13, 63 (Clerks) and 94 (Walk- • Mike Sickinger topped Frank Haines
488-473 for the LRC post.
ing Bosses).

"Possibly Congress through the SEC
would put a stop to these corporate
shananigans. Certainly the legislatures
of several states could do so with respect to the corporations chartered by
them.
"Racketeering is still racketeering,
whether practiced by unions or man-

Feed the Hand
That Bites You
NEW YORK
Adding insult to
injury, the Justice Department Kis
sent James J. Matles, UE Director
of Organization, a bill asking him
to pay for the government's cost of
hiring the unsavory crew of professional witnesses who swore away
his citizenship.
The case against Manes, instituted by Attorney General Brownell
to deprive the veteran labor leader
of his citizenship, was based almost
entirely on the testimony of three
witnesses, Joseph Zack Kornfeder,
Maurice Malkin, both notorious professional witnesses, who have been
playing the government's vvitehhunt
circuit for many years, and Ray
Carlucci, an admitted professional
labor spy, who was exposed by
Mattes back in the 1930's and has
been kicked out of one union after
another.
Brownell's bill for the use of this
parade of professionals amounts to
$1,726.56.
Commenting on this move by
Brownell, Matles said: "This Wall
Street lawyer first got me framed,
and now he wants me to pay his
stoolpigeons for this frame-up. I
won't pay."

ment reported last week to the scientific sessions of the California 'Heart
Association on a five-year study of
deaths among men who took part in
the multiphasic.
Comparing the longshoremen's death
rate during the five years to that in
the rest of the state in the same age
groups:
Of the 3,994 men tested, 71 have died
of heart dikase, only 59 per cent of
the number expected from the death
rates in the general population. Deaths
from all causes were 78 per cent of the
expected number.
By life insurance company weight
and height standards, the men tested
averaged 17 per cent overweight. The
study showed overweight Was not related to deaths from heart disease or
from all causes, even among men 40
per cent or more overweight by the insurance standards.
Re-examination of the generally accepted relation between overweight and
early death, which is mostly based on
life insurance statistics, and study of
the differences in overweight due to
muscles and that due to plain fat,
could be a "productive type of research," the Health Department said.
Another possibility suggested was
that physical exercise, even when a
person is carrying around a lot of fat,
may be good for the heart, perhaps by
getting rid of the fatty substance that
might otherwise collect in the arteries
and lead to a heart attack.
Study on the longshore group will
continue to see if the five-year findings are borne out over a longer period.

Pedro Fishermen Lead
County In Tonnage
SAN PEDRO — This port, home of
ILWU Local 33 (Seiner Fish erinen)
retained its leadership in 1956 as the
nation's Number 1 fish landing port
with a total of 382,924,000 pounds of
principally tuna, Pacific sardines and
mackerel, according to a report just
released by the Fish and Wildlife Service of the US Department of Interior.
San Pedro also led the field in value
of the fish for $29,000,000, with San
Diego second with $18,778,000. Nev.
Bedford, Mass., was third with $12,337,000.

Urgent to Disabled Workers!
June 30, Important Deadline
WASHINGTON, D. C.—Disabled workers will lose special social securit‘
rights unless they register at the social security office in their locality before
June 30, 1957.
For many disabled people, failure credit, their years of no work countto meet this deadline will mean loss ing against them.
They would then not only lose out on
of all their social security disability
protection. For some it will also mean the disability benefits payable from
loss of their rights to old-age and age 50 on and have to wait until regusurvivors insurance benefits for them- lar retirement age for any monthly
selves and their families in future, or social security benefits, but their
regular retirement benefits would be
reduction in benefits.
Starting this July, the new monthly reduced. The years when they could
disability benefits are payable to per- not work would lower their average
manently disabled workers age 50 or earnings, on which the amount of reover who have met the law's work re- tirement, benefits depends.
For younger workers, delay in apquirements. Applications made now
"freeze" a person's work record so plication could mean complete loss of
that the years he has not worked be- all social security benefits. Younger
cause of disability do not count workers should make any "disability
against him. With late application, the freeze" applications now in order to
rules are different on work records, protect their rights to future benefits
so many disabled people may not have both for themselves and their famithe required amount of work to their lies.

liWU Local 6 sent a commIftee to Sacramento May
Pleaders 13 to plead before a state
senate committee for passage of a fair employment practices law. The committee did not get around to
hearing the Local 6 (delegation and it dumped the proposition 4 to 2, although
it had passed the Assembly. The Local 6 delegation is pictured on the capitol
lawn. Left to right: Wiklie Morgan of Oakland, Carlos La Roche of San Francisco, Don Jordan of San Francisco, H. L. Simpson of San Francisco and Will
Taylor of Oakland.
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'Declaration of Mutual Assistance'

ILWU, AFL-CIO in Hawaii Pledge to ILWU-PMA
Wage Talks
Work Jointly to Unionize Territory •
• Underway

HONOLULU
Labor history was
made in Hawaii early this month as a
majority of unions, representing the
independent ILWU and AFL-CIO
groups pledged themselves in a "declaration of mutual assistance" to help
each other in the organization of
workers, improving wages and conditions and coming to each other's aid
In legitimate labor disputes.
The unity statement was unanimously approved by the executive
board of ILWU, Local 142, the Building and Construction Trades Council
of Honolulu (AFL-CIO), Teamsters
Local 996 and Hotel and Restaurant
Workers, Local 5.
Fifteen local uniong altogether were
involved in the mutual assistance pact
which had as its keynote the statement:
'PICK ON ONE—PICK ON ALL'
"We hereby serve notice that any
employer who picks on one of us will
find he is picking on all of us."
ILWU officers headed by Regional
Director Jack Hall and AFL-CIO officers whose spokesman was Arthur A.
Rutledge announced the signing of the
document at a press conference held
in the AFL-CIO Unity House.
The declaration grew out of a unity,
meeting held February 24 which was
called by Rutledge when he invited
union officials to a breakfast at the
Princess Kaiulani Hotel.
This took place the day after the
City Transfer strike was settled in
which HMV supported the Teamsters
• by refusing to work the Lurline if
non-union teamsters were allowed te
haul baggage to hotels.
Since then a subcommittee made up
of three ILWU men, Hall, Castner
Ogawa and Constantine Samson, and
three AFL-CIO officials, Rutledge,
Larry Maynard of the Hotel Workers
and J. C. Reynolds of the Building
Trades Council, had been working on
the declaration of mutual assistance.
"Honolulu is still far behind mainland cities of comparable size in the
percentage of its working people who
are members of trade unions and lagging terribly below wages and living
standards there," the statement said.
"There are large groups of unorganized wage earners in Hawaii whose low
earnings do not give them the necessary purchasing power to make our
city a prosperous community. These
workers and their families are not living; they are merely existing. They
do not enjoy anything approaching the
American standard of living,
OPEN SHOP MUST GO
"These workers must be organized
or the secitrity of those of us who are
members of trade unions will be continuously threatened. Honolulu cannot
remain an open shop community.
"We in the trade union movement in
Hawaii find a growing resistance by
employers to unionization and almost
a flat refusal to permit workers to
choose, of their own free will, their
collective bargaining representatives.
We find employers intimidating and
coercing organized workers into resigning from trade unions. We find contractors chiseling with impunity on
required wage rates on Territorial and
City construction jobs for which we,
as taxpayers, pay a substantial share
of the cost. We find organized employers stiffening their resistance to
demands for fair and reasonable wage
rates and working conditions and in
Many cases attempting to turn minor
disputes into major disputet, thereby
threatening the economy of the Territory.
MeCLELIAN HYSTERIA SPREADS
"This is not unlike the rapidly developing hostile atmosphere against
labor on the mainland. Employers b.
rally and nationally have been quick
to take advantage of the so-called Mc.
Clelhtn exposures. There is obviously
a growing conspiracy by anti-labor employers, newspapers and politicians to
damage all of labor, Including the rank

(Continued from Page 1)
thus removing the present inequity between clerks and longshoremen.
The ILWU negotiators demand that
skill differentials now paying 10 cents
per hour more be increased to 25 cents
per straight time hour above the baste
rate.
Workers in this category include
winch drivers, hatch tenders, stowing
machine drivers, donkey drivers, Burton men, sack turners, side runners,
crane chasers, pay loader operators,
ross carrier drivers and dragline operators.
The present skilled rate for gang
foremen in San Francisco and the Co•
lumbia river area is 15 cents per
straight time hour and the rate for
foremen in the Southwest Oregon area
is 20 cents per straight time hour. The
union proposed that these skilled rates
be increased to 40 cents per straight
time hour. It was also proposed that
this 40 cent rate also apply to boom.
men and bulk grain boardmen, gantrymen, tower men and stiff leg operators.
The present contract and port working rules provide a 25 cent skill differential for crane drivers, cleat track operators and bulldozer drivers. The union proposed that the present 25 cent
Here shown announcing the histeric "declaration of mutual assis- rates be increased to 50 cents per
tance which was signed by ILWU and AFL-CIO unions in Hono- straight time hour.
lulu, pledging to come to each other's help in organization, in fighting legitiOn skill differentials for clerks the
mate labor disputes and in defeating anti-labor politicians are some of the proposal included a 20 percent differsigners of the unity statement. Seated are Jack W. Hall, Hawaii regional direc- ential above the base clerks' rate for
tor, ILWU and Arthur A. Rutledge, president of the Building Trades Council, supervisors, and 30 percent differential
AFL-CIO. Standing are Constantine Samson, ILWU and Jack C. Reynolds, busi- for supercargoes.
ness agent of the Council. Others, not shown in this picture, included represenA demand for changes in travel and
tatives of Local 996 of the Teamsters Union (dairies, general trucking and subsistance proposed ,that the rate for
street cars), and Local 5, Hotel and Restaurant Workers.
longshoremen and clerks be $1.75 per
meal; that lodging for longshoremen
and file, because of the alleged cor"We pledge ourselves to the follow- be at the rate of $4.50 per night and
at the rate of $6 per night for clerks.
ruption of a few representatives of ing program:
labor. We can expect Congress as a
"1. We are determined to jointly The transportation allowance for clerks
result to pass further anti-labor legis- assist each other in organizing the con- Is proposed at the rate of 10 cents per
lation restricting and hamstringing the struction, transportation, tourist and mile.
The contract calls for negotiations to
working people's struggle for a better service industries in Honolulu and to
life.
raise wages and improve working con- continue until a deadline of June 1, at
ditions to levels comparable to those which time the issues are supposed to
NO CORRUPTION HERE
"In the labor movement in Hawaii vf organized mainland areas. We will go to arbitration. However, negotiathere is no taint of corruption or alle- work jointly to raise the relatively low tions can continue past the stated deadgation of mismanagement of union wages in the sugar industry. We are line by mutual agreement of the
funds. We as democratic Americans joining forces to bring the message of parties.
The ILWU negotiating committee
condemn corruption and mismanage- democratic trade unionism to all the
consists of President Harry Bridges,
ment of union funds, as well as of unorganized workers in Hawaii.
government and business firms funds, DEFEAT THE 'DOUBLE DEALERS' First Vice President J. R. Robertson,
Second Vice President Germain Bulcke,
wherever it might exist, but we are
"2. We are determined to assist
determined that Hawaiian employers each other in all legitimate disputes Secretary-Treasurer Louis Golclblatt,
shall not capitalize on the misdeeds of with our employers. We hereby .serve and Frank M. Andrews and Charles
a few people in other parts of the notice that any employer who picks on Appel, Puget Sound Area; Charles
country. We will not permit the inter- one of us will find that he is picking Ross, Columbia River; Henry Schmidt,
ests of rank and file workers in Hawaii on all of us. And we announce to Northern California; Gordon Giblin,
to be damaged by what happens else- double dealing politicians who have Southern California; and Shipsclerks
where regardless of what so-called In- betrayed their promises to Hawaii's Representatives,Charles Becker,Northvestigating Committees, Congressional workers that they will be the object ern California; Bill Piercy, Southern
or otherwise, may do or say.
of the joint efforts of the labor move- California; Terrence Sweeney, Puget,
"Workers in Hawaii are not only ment to remove them from positions. Sound; and Bill Harold, Columbia
River.
determined to keep their hard-won of public trust.
gains but we are determined to insist
"3. We repeat again, Honolulu has
on the right to improved wages, hours been an open shop community for too,
and welfare benefits and job security. long and because we know that all
We are a part of this community and unions are in jeopardy as long as this
WILMINGTON — Negotiations bewill not sit idly by while the employers situation prevails. We will continue to
attempt to separate us from our meet jointly in order to further the tween ILWU Local 26 and ii terminal
friends and neighbors.
warehouses under contract are under
above program."
way. Wages are traditionally tied to
whatever increase is negotiated by
longshoremen:
Local 26 demands include wage differentials for hazardous or extra-dirty
work, and increase in health and welSAN FRANCISCO—William Chester, we still have to win the tougher battle
ILWU Northern California Regional of seeing to It that the law is en- fare coverage to parity with longshoremen, and a stronger seniority clause.
Director, speaking here recently as forced."
Also to be discussed is what kind
chairman of a dinner meeting honorHe paid particular tribute to his own
ing lawyers who have courageously de- union, the ILWU, for standing up, year of pension plan will be set up. Emfended foreign born Americans against after year, under the toughest pres- ployers are already paying $17.30 a
persecution, said "in the final analysis, sures, against unfair immigration laws, month for each registered worker into
the rights of no group in America— discrimination and hysteria; for never a pension fund. They also pay 10
whether foreign born, Negroes or trade "playing it safe," for being willing "to cents an hour into the fund for casual
workers.
unionists — can be won in a court- stick out our necks."
room."
Dinner speakers introduced by Mr.
Painters Win 25 Cent Package
The dinner, given by the American Chester included Abner Green, NaCHICAGO --•— Fourteen thousand
Committee for the Protection of the tional Executive Secretary of the For- AFL-CIO painters have won a one-day
Foreign Born, was keynoted by Mr. eign Born committee; Mr. Tom Dun- strike against contractors in the ChiChester who told the group, .‘`Bight can Allen, outstanding musician; At- cago area. An agreement was reached
now, for example, the major battles torneys Lloyd McMurray and Norman by the AFL-CIO Painters District
of my own people in the South and Leonard, honored for their work in de- Council Number 14 with 900 contracelsewhere for equal' treatment under fense of foreign born Americans facing tors for a 20-cent hourly wage boost
law are being fought outside the court- deportation and Phil Kirby, editor of plus 5 cents san hour in welfare fund
rooms. We have won the court fight; Frontier magazine.
contributions.

unify

Southland Terminal
Negotiations Open

People's Legal Rights Must
Be Won Outside Court Room

•
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Sr. Muck Tells
How We on the
Other Side Live
ACAPULCO, Mexico — Senor Fero
nando Lluck, representative from the
Union de Estibadores of the Pacific
Coast — who was an honored guest
at the 12th Biennial Convention of the
ILWU, and was seated as a fraternal
delegate, presented his report on his
visit to San Francisco to the longshoremen's, unions in Mexico who are members of the National Federation of
Transport, Maritime and Agricultural
Workers.
Senor Lluck reported on the warm
and sincere reception he received in
San Francisco when he was introduced
to the delegates by Brothers Bridges
and Goldblatt and spoke of his great
hope that such an exchange of union
delegates between countries will be a
"most important step in the direction
of unifying and strengthening the good
relations between Mexican and American workers."
In his report to his fellow members
In Mexico, Senor Lluck told them that
having seen the way longshoremen
work and live in American ports he
realizes that the Mexican labor movement has not awakened from the
lethargy in which it has been submerged. "We are still backward in
many ways—we have still to become
a union able to defend itself against
the employers."
"In making this report," he said,
"I want to make it possible for my
brothers to look beyond the confines
of their limited world and see how the
workers on the other side live."
"The 37 resolutions approved by the
ILWU during the convention ,demonstrates the great future of this organization which has become a shining
example meriting our most sincere
congratulations."
Senor Lluck spoke of his deep gratitude to President Bridges and Secretary. Treasurer Goldblatt, "who acoorded me every attention."
Brother Lluck also mentioned in his
report the help given him by Tony
Garcia, secretary of Local 46, Mike
Salcido, secretary-treasurer of Local 13,
and Sister Catalina Rodriguez, secretary of ILWU Local 20 in San Diego.
Senor Lluck expressed the hope that
when the convention of the Mexican
National Federation of Transport Maritime and Agricultural Workers is held
that a fraternal delegate from the
ILVVU will be invited to attend.

Hell's Canyon Dam

Millions in
Tax Money
Given Away

Pensioner's Pointing

"Eary Morning, Swiss Alps" is the title of
this picture, which was one of three paintings by Clarence Coogan, 68, a retired ship clerk, member of ILWU Local 34,
exhibited last week in San Francisco ai the Fourth Annual Senior Citizen Hobby
Show,

No Power to Investigate
Unions,Famed Lawyer Says
BERKELEY — A former attorneygeneral of the State of California,
Robert'W. Kenney, one of the country's leading legal minds, speaking on
FM station KPFA here recently, said
labor leaders have fallen into a trap
when they agreed that a Senate committee has the power to investigate the
internal conditions of a union.
this view jibes precisely with comments made during debate on the resolution opposing the McClellan Committee' it the Twelfth Biennial ILWU
Convention in San Francisco, April 1-5.
It was the opinion of the ILWU convention that congressional committees
have no right to inquire into the internal affair of a union, that only the
rank and file has this right.
The views of attorney. Robert Kenney, as expressed in his answer to a
radio interviewer, were as follows:
"I think that a large part of the
leadership of labor has fallen into a
trap. They are not opposing the MeClellan Committee. They accept its
major premise — the premise that a
legislative committee has the power to
inquire into the internal affairs of
unions.
"I think Mr. Beck had a perfect

right to exercise the Fifth Amendment. Because I don't think the legislative committee had any power to ask
him any questions.
"I do think that the rank and file
members of his union have the right
to insist on democracy within that
union.
"While Mr. Beck may not be required to explain to a committee what
he did with union funds he certainly
should be required to explain to the
members of his own union what be did
with union funds.
"The leadership of many unions has
tended too much to accept the premise
of a Senate committee that it has that
power to inquire into a union's internal
affairs. This I disagree with."
Eastland Charged as 'un-American.
HARTFORD, Conn.—The Methodist
Federation for Social Action is taking
very seriously the First Amendment's
right to "petition for redress of grievances," as it has petitioned congress
to investigate the Eastland Committee,
charging Eastland with "un-lawful
and un-American activities. .. ."

More Convention Resolution Summaries
(Editor's Note: This concludes summarisation
of the policy statements and resolutions
adopted by the 1L14/11 12th Biennial Convention last month.)

went on record in full support of Local
37's current negotiations with the
Alaska Salmon Industry.

Recreation for Children
dr,ONVENTION resolved that the In-

Fish Legislation

Social Security

ISHERMEN and allied workers face
a combination of economic and political problems that have all but wiped
out the industry and existing unions.
This disastrous situation results from
a combination of a flood of cheap foreign imports plus a series of attacks
by federal agencies.
Some relief was afforded by the
Fishery Act of 1956, a measure encouraged by the ILWU. Additional legislation is now in the hopper, but there is
no quick cure in Washington or elsewhere.
The ILWU Fish Division must continue to fight step by step to protect
fishery jobs and markets and re-establish firm collective bargaining rights,
to win governmental services commensurate with that given farmers, and to
promote expanded and modernized fishCry conservation or management policies. In carrying on this struggle, the
Fish Division should have the full support of the entire ILWU.
The convention also reaffirmed the
ILWU position in support of the commercial fishermen who are threatened
by special legislation.
Alaska salmon negotiations are going to be tough, with the industry
refusing to discuss vital union demands
such as wage increases, health and welfare and other issues. The convention

DENEFITS to our senior citizens
have not kept pace with the rapid
increase in the cost of living.
The convention went on record for
the 'following amendments: raise the
level of monthly benefits for those on
Social Security; to reduce retirement
age to 60 years; to liberalize the administration of the disability, pension
and to provide free medical care to
persons retired under the Social Security Act.

ternational encourage -the setting
up of new or expansion of already
existing recreational programs for
members and families of member locals
and develop and sponsor local and shop
sports events and intra-union competition.
It looked forward to the possibility
of providing regular union recreational
projects for the children of union members, including the possibility of organizing and operating a summer camp
for children of union members.
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Alaska Cost of Living
Tax Exemption
25 PER CENT cost of living
differential which compensates for
the extra charges due to the geographical location of members of the ILWU
in Alaska should be translated into a
tax. exemption for the cost of living
differential for all persons in the Territory of Alaska.

TIII

Organizing Watdinen
ONVENTION devoted time to hear
the .problems that exist in the
Watchmen's local and resolved that the
International officers assist theMatchmen's local to negotiate a new agreement on pensions, to bring the contract
up to the present day standards.

C

WASHINGTON— According to the
Public Affairs Institute here the "giveaway" of the people's natural resources
by this administration is not confined
alone to resources, but actually includes tens of millions of dollars in
people's tax money.
The Office of Defense Mobilization
has issued to the Idaho Power Company a multimillion dollar tax writeoff for the two private dams near the
Hell's Canyon site on the Snake Rivers
Oregon border.
For years private power interests
have been propagandizing the public
with the picture of private power providing citizens with electrical energy
at no cost to the taxpayers.
Now ODM has announced it is permitting Idaho Power to write off in 5
years 65 per cent of the estimated $65
million cost of the projected Brownlee
Dam, and to write off 60 per cent of
the $36 million estimated cost of the
Ox Bow Darn—a total tax benefit of
$65 million.
It is estimated this will actually save
Idaho Power fully $29 million in the
next five years and add that burden
to the taxpayers.
This, says the Public Affairs Institute, is the same as granting $29 million as an interest-free loan. "On the
most conservative basis, a 50-year loan
of $29 million at 6 per cerit is worth
$36 million.
TAXPAYER PAYS AND PAYS
Senator Wa)ne Morse — a powerful
fighter for public ownership of power
—said "I am not surprised by this
additional act of favoritism by the
administration. As I predicted many
times, the taxpayers would end up
paying for the Idaho Power Company
dams. Supposedly, private enterpriso
at Hell's Canyon was to pay its way.
Now the administration is giving the
company a tremendous handout for under-developing the people's resources."
Observers in Washington, the Public
Affairs Institute says, feel that this
tax handout may have a boomerang
effect. Even conservative senators are
outraged by this administration giveaway.
Now, says the institute, "a startling
change in the entire atmosphere is in
evidence. Morse has introduced a new
Hell's Canyon bill, and already it has
been favorably reported out of the
Senate Interior Committee. The stage
Is now set for a new private versus
public power debate."
it's conceded there Is a greater
chance now for a publicly developed
Hell's Canyon project.
Columnist Thomas L. Stokes recently
wrote:
"It is getting a little hard to sit here
and watch the rape of our natural
resourees—at the expense of us taxpayers."

v.

The three Morgan banks alone —3. P.
Morgan & Company, Cuaranty Trust Company and Bankers Trust—eliminating duplications among them, have interlocks
with corporations having combined assets
of more than $106 billion.

San Diego Newspaper and Officials Pay
Tribute to ILWU Longshore Workers
SAN DIEGO—Thad Black, secretary Diego longshoremen for efficient cargo
of longshore Local 29, ILWU, was the handling."
subject of a four-column story in the
To further emphasize the good relaSan Diego Evening Tribune here, which tions between the union and the comled off with this description of the well- munity, R.. W. Emrich, Port Warden
known ILWU figure:
of San Diego, wrote ILWU Secretary"A former cowboy with a green Treasurer Louis Goldblatt recently:
thumb and a love for roses is a key
"In view of the severe criticism to
figure in San Diego's plans for port which labor is so frequently subjected,
development."
it is thought your office might be interThe union secretary is credited as ested in the fact the ILWU enjoys a
being "influential in giving San Diego very favorable press in San Diego and
a stable maritime labor force which is, in fact, highly regarded throughout
has won praise by steamship companies the community as a potent factor in
using the harbor. . . Skippers, ship- - both community life as well as port and
pers, and steamship owners praise San community development."
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McCarthy Committee Was
Fake, Lamont Case Shows
dismissed the indictment and the Cir.
The Lamont Case—History
cult Court of Appeals upheld that
of a Congressional Investigation.
decision.
Edited with commentary by Philip
McCarthy, it is clear, himself inWittenberg, with introduction by
vented the spurious subcommittee so
Horace M. Kellen. Horizon Press,
that he could smear at will in all
New York. $5.00.
directions. Meanwhile, as the British IT WOULD BE a hard man who
Legal pleadings, court decisions and publication, The Manchester Guardian
wouldn't be deeply moved by the
senatorial wind seldom combine to Weekly, has recently stated: "Countpictures
and reports from last week's
make good reading, but this case his- less Americans were subjected to un"Prayer
Pilgrimage of Freeddm" in
tory of the persecution of one man just attack; the machinery of governWashington, D. C. The Lincoln Memoby the late and very little lamented ment was thrown into confusion; the
Joseph McCarthy is a grand and ex- standards of legislative investigations rial was certainly the appropriate place
for such a demonstration.
citing exception.
were brutalized; and an ugly caricaThe prayer pilgrimage was concerned
Dr. Corns% Lamont, progressive- ture of America was exported to the
mainly with the rights of the Negro
minded son of a Wall Street financier, world."
people
most of whom are workers,
wrote a book, one of many that he has
The book is appropriately dedicated
produced. The United States Army to the memory of two great champions just like us -- to gain their rights as
citizens
as first-class citizens, just
lifted a chapter from the book during of liberty, Justices Oliver Wendell
like
everybody
else.
World War II and distributed it to the Holmes, Jr., and Louis Dembitz BranThe most inspiring report from
armed forces.
ideas,
Washington told of young Reverend
On the basis of this in 1953 Senator
—M. W.
Martin Luther King crying out "Give
McCarthy summoned him before his
us the ballot" and 25,000 voices reone-man "Permanent Subcommittee on
peated as a chant "Give us the ballot."
Investigations" of (Senate) Committee No Cameras When Big
Now it's a well-known fact that
on Government Operations. Dr. Lamont Advertisers Testify
some workers might say: "What's all
held no -position with the government.
WASHINGTON — Congressman El- this got to do with me?" In our own
He had no knowledge of the armed
mer J. Holland SD-Pa.) charged that union, where we have a lot to say
forces' use of the chapter from his newspapers playing up the labor
against discrimination, but where there
book, nor did he receive any compenprobes have practically ignored the in- is plenty of unhealthy feeling on this
sation for it. Nevertheless, McCarthy
vestigation into operations of giant oil subject around all the time, there
proceeded to interrogate him as to his corporations.
would be some of our brothers who
associations, his private affairs and his
would also say: "What's all this got
He
asked
"Where
were
the
reporters
political and religious beliefs.
to do with me?"
and
TV
cameras
when
evidence
Dr. Lamont stated without equivocation that he was not and never had emerged on how these oil companies
THOUSANDS of people asking
been a Communist, but on advice of maneuvered hundreds of millions of
dollars"
away
from
the
U.
S.
Treasury
1
for
the ballot at the pilgrimage
his attorney, Philip Wittenberg, he
relied on the first amendment to the —a sum, many, many times the money weren't only directing their voices at
Constitution and refused to answer involved in the labor racket hearings. the politicians; they were directing this
any of McCarthy's loaded question&
about his personal life and beliefs.
On McCarthy's motion the US Senate cited Lamont for contempt 71 to 3,
with 22 not voting. The three courSEATTLE—Jack Price, former vice a political committee which keeps track
ageous senators defying the McCarthy president of the international union of legislative activities and the doings
hysteria of the time were Chavez of and now president of ILWU Local 19 of legislators. The ILWU meets reguNew Mexico, Langer of North Dakota here, was appointed to membership on larly with AFL-CIO on this committee
and Lehman of New York.
the Mayor's Maritime Advisory Com- to keep labor political action alive.
McCARTHY CALLED 'LIAR'
In the Puget Sound area, there Is
mittee, replacing Charles Appel, former
In a recently printed obituary of Local 19 president, who has resigned considerable activity in the labor relaMcCarthy the Coos Bay (Oregon) from the committee because of a shift tions committee that is made up of
Times called him "a private and public of duties.
various local labor relations boards,
liar." The debate in the Senate on the
In approving the appointment of Mr. composed of ILWU longshoremen,
Lamont contempt resolution sharply Price, the mayor's group also gave a walking bosses and shipclerks and
highlights his proclivity for double- vote of thanks to Mr. Appel.
AFL-CIO longshoremen from Tacoma,
talk and deceit as the record shows
Price has also been appointed a who meet regularly once a month to
his answers to some of the pointed trustee of the Washington State Trade discuss common problems.
questions about his conduct. Never di- Fair. Appel was the first labor trustee
This committee was originally organrectly answering, he attacked. He re- of the fair.
ized some three years ago by Terry
ferred to Lamont as "a man born with
Labor unions in Seattle have formed Sweeney of ILWU Checkers, Local 52.
a silver spoon in his mouth," thus in
his view barring him from entitlement
to any constitutional rights. Reading
the debate one is forced frankly to admire his superb skill at demagoguery.
HE WAS A TYRANT
It is later, when the ease gets to
court through a 23-count indictment,
that we learn how absolute was McCarthy's tyranny over the Senate and
To clear our shelves of books that cannot be reordered we are offering,
all the forces of government.
each purchase of a book, an additional book free. The price of each
with
The real big lie was McCarthy's own
"dividend" book has been reduced to 25 cents should you wish to purchase
"Permanent Subcommittee on InvestiIt alone.
gations."
Challenged by the defense to produce any record of any kind creating
Price
Regular Book List
Author
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vestigations" or any resolution or
3.00
Hall..
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Total
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the Twelfth Biennial Convention of
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plea for help to all of us—and especially to the unions in this land.
This is a challenge we in our union
must meet head on. By not caring
enough what happens to other people,
especially minority groups, we find
ourselves today faced with an antilabor atmosphere in Washington that
Is- called the worst since the year TaftHartley was voted in.
Where does this atmosphere stem
from primarily? From southern politicians, most of whom were elected by
such small groups—by poll tax payers
and in white primaries—that they can
hardly be called representative of anything.
Now we've seen how this is affecting us, how the unanswered plea for
the right to vote by Negroes is endangering everything we have gained
as unions in decades of struggle.
The McClellan Committee has been
proving the point as it started the ball
rolling against labor, and started working up sentiment in favor of a national
"right-to-scab" law.
.
McClellan and his friends from the
South have been proving the point as
they injected into the weak administration's legislation a so-called "rightto-work" amendment. This may not
only kill any decent "right-to-vote"
legislation, but may even saddle us
with more anti-labor laws.
Labor has done generally much too
little to remedy the situation that has
seen Negro workers treated as secondclass citizens, exploited without any
rights.
The AFL-CIO merger came about
last year with big promises that major
organizational work was just around
the corner. There was lots of talk
about "organizing the South." Nothing
has come of it. Why not?
AFL-CIO has plenty of money for
organization and plenty of experience
and know-how in such work. Then why
haven't they been able to organize the
South?
The answer is to be found, in part,
in the tragic fact that a great many,
maybe a majority of workers in the
AFL-CIO in the South, have defied
their major unions on the question of
race discrimination. In too many cases
It has been clear the AFL-CIO has
been afraid to live up to its program
against race discrimination because it
was afraid It might lose what it has.
UITE OFTEN we hear the question: "How come American labor
Is suffering from such dry rot when it
comes to having any political power?"
The answer to the question may be
found in the fact that so many labor
leaders have been willing to sacrifice
principle in order to just hang on to
what they have.
Maybe that's what made so many
labor leaders jump on the McClellan
bandwagon—so anxious were some of
them to be just the tail of the political
dog.
Now we know what McClellan and
his Southern cohorts had in mind for
labor—even for some of labor leaders
who once were loudest in his praise.
Can there be any question In our
minds any longer that the most reactionary anti-labor politicians in America are from the deep South, and that
every time a Negro Is denied his right
to vote, every American worker is in
danger.
If a longshoreman in Seattle can
vote, but a longshoreman in Mobile
can't vote, then the Seattle worker has
also lost some part of his vote, some
part of his political power.
If a Negro in New Orleans can't
vote, then how can we stop reaction
In politics; how can we strengthen the
labor movement; how can we guarantee our own existence as a union?
In the last analysis, how can we be
sure of a good weekly pay check?
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